/.i. !.II are phonetically long, I" QI are phonetically short. 0. !.II are missing in G. 2 N has a nasal variant [~] occurring in the environment of the nasal consonants 1m n/. 'kamen" are dialect variants, Ip~cl in GNO and Ip~ncl in SR. The form Iv~rul from RN, with its Nsg !Vir/, appears to be an isolated case, at least as far as the Opyt is concerned.
1.3.
A considerable number of word-forms in BdC's material show accentual variation.
There is, however, very rarely any variation between long and short accents; more often, it is a matter of variation between a long or a short form on the one hand and an 'undetermined' form on the other. For examples, see Table III .
The only instances of variation between long and short vowels that I have found in Opyt are as follows (note the grammatical and dialectal limitations): (1) It is clear that the above system, set up on the basis of the Opyt, reveals a number of problems, the most obvious of which is BdC's assumption of the existence of a quantitative opposition. It would therefore be worthwhile to investigate to what extent BdC's later publications on Resia (the most important of which for its wealth of texts is Materialiell) are consistent or show a quite different pattern from the one based on Opyt.
The Materialien, in particular, are not easily accessible to a thorough analysis because of the enormous number of diacritics and other symbols used; the rather complicated way in which BdC published his subsequent corrections, improvements and additions to the texts, his translations of the texts, his headings, footnotes, etc., -each time in separate lists, with the total number of pages amounting to 180; and, last but not least, the large quantity of material. It is hoped that such an analysis will sooner or later be undertaken by a persistent and conscientious scholar. 
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